Hip and impressive inside
and out, Now & Wow is Hub’s
transformation of an old
Rotterdam grain silo into a
contemporary night club.

‘The building had something filmic about it,’ says Nyo, recalling her first walk-

the perfect place to serve as its new venue.

through of Now & Wow’s prospective new location, a grain warehouse on

Ted Langenbach, Now & Wow’s notorious creative director, is unusually

Rotterdam’s fabled waterfront. Nyo, a.k.a. Elsbeth van Noppen, designs

sensitive to zeitgeist and its fleeting nature. Langenbach compares Now &

visuals for the Rotterdam club. The building’s first silos were built in 1910,

Wow to the Palais de Tokyo, an up-to-the-minute Parisian haven for

and following waves of additions made by Dutch architectural luminaries,

contemporary art and, like the Rotterdam club, a place that makes a

among them Brinkman & Van der Vlugt and Herman Haan, the imposing

tremendous effort to keep its finger on the cultural pulse. ‘It’s a flow you have

structure had acquired iconic status. ‘It was so huge, so bizarre,’ says Nyo. ‘So

to anticipate,’ says Langenbach. ‘It’s ironic, part of a new urban lifestyle.’ The

clumsy and yet somehow so beautiful.’ In short, the notorious club, which had

buildings – one in Holland, the other in France; two hulking, raw shells

outgrown its old digs in another warehouse closer to the city centre, had found

housing evanescent carnivals of art, fashion and performance, are structurally
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Previous page: More than 5000 bottles were used to construct the sponsorship stacks behind the bars. HUB designer Robbert de Vrieze calls it ‘a scale and amount that meshes seamlessly with the silo’. Above: Here HUB used

Left: The scale and rawness of Now & Wow’s interior demanded hefty additions, like this sponsor-related element, with its reference to bulk goods. Top right: The scale of the Now room makes it appropriate for large concerts as

wooden partitions, installed between existing concrete pillars, as projection screens. Newly added concrete slabs – such as this one at the coat-check area – function as counters.

well as DJ-orchestrated events. Above right: HUB made a distinction between the materials used to make functional additions to the original architecture (such as counters and walls) and the pieces created for sponsors.

analogous as well. From the start, the Now & Wow team relished the contrast

large rooms. ‘The rooms became huge, like cathedrals,’ says Langenbach.

between the shell and its delicately-confected contents. ‘The size, scale, and

Concrete bars and counters were put into place for serving drinks and

roughness demanded an unusual approach to designing the interior. It was

checking coats, and an ingenious routing scheme was devised that provides

impossible, as well as inappropriate, to make it nice and detailed all the way

each of the two main rooms – dubbed Now and Wow – with separate

through,’ explains Robbert de Vrieze of HUB, the team charged with the

entrances, enabling the club to be rented out piecemeal. There is little in the

interior design of Now & Wow.

club that could be described as furniture. Playing off the inherent repetition of

Instead, only a basic infrastructure was put in place. The grain silo was fitted

the architecture, one example is a numbered series of ‘sitting rolls’ created by

with a few large, simply-constructed walls, as well as extensive lighting,

HUB. Based on punching bags, these serpentine rolls can be arranged to

projection and sound systems. Several columns were removed to create two

provide seating throughout the club. De Vrieze jokes that the resulting ‘anti-

‘The size, scale, and roughness demanded an
unusual approach to designing the interior.’

Robbert de Vrieze
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1. Entrance
2. Security check

Left: T-shirts, CDs and other merchandise are piled in tall storage bins behind the counter of the kiosk in Superwow. Right: Creative director Ted Langenbach, who calls the club ‘part of a new urban lifestyle’, sees Now & Wow not

3. Cloakroom
4. Bar

5. Super wow
6. Now

7. Wow
8. DJ booth

9. Info shop
10. Toilets

Riffing on the repetition inherent to the warehouse architecture, Hub crafted a series of numbered ‘sitting rolls’ based on punchbags. Grouped together, they form an ‘anti-lounge’, where guests can sit but not recline.

only as a venue for music and dancing, but also as a forum for bold forays into experimental fashion, performance, theatre and media art.

lounge’ is a counterweight to the prevailing lounge culture, for the construction

stainless steel and high-gloss finishes in adherence with the image of this

of the rolls allows for upright sitting only, no reclining.

sponsor,’ explains De Vrieze. Among the few elements of the permanent

Apart from these additions, permanent fixtures in the space are few but

interior that incorporate colour are sponsor-related constructions above the

noteworthy. HUB installed an information point and a shop in Superwow, the

bars. Massive illuminated walls of stacked bottles, more than 5000 in total,

central square of the club. Tall glass storage bins are piled high with club

are another example of repetition, says De Vrieze, ‘in a scale and amount that

merchandise and products promoting the club’s sponsors.

meshes seamlessly with the silo’.

HUB used carefully chosen materials to distinguish the more polished work for

The remainder of the interior provides a backdrop for the club’s ‘set pieces’:

the sponsor from the rough-hewn interior of the rest of the club. ‘The elements

temporary installations created by the Now & Wow team based on each

of the exterior are rough, non-treated metals, but within the object we used

week’s theatrics. Themes ranging from the vague (‘puerility, neo-nihilism’

Hub’s ‘anti-lounge’ is a counterweight to the
prevailing lounge culture, for the construction of
Now & Wow’s ‘sitting rolls’ requires guests to sit up
straight – no reclining.
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Above: Regularly spaced columns, ceiling downspouts and the original purpose of the building – to store raw materials – inspired the themes of repetition and bulk visible in many elements, including sponsorship displays

silos, dating back to 1910, still have grain in them. From their very first visit, the designers were enthralled by the sheer scale and unfinished quality of the building, attributes preserved in their conversion. Many of the original

consisting of bottles stacked to the ceiling in front of an illuminated wall. Opposite page, top left: The former industrial grain silo is located in Rotterdam’s fabled port area. Opposite page, top right and above: Some of the early

silo’s downspouts bear the Art-Deco flourishes of famed architects Brinkman & Van der Vlugt, who designed one of many expansions made to the building.

offers Langenbach) to the kookily concrete (‘Nazi schoolgirls wearing bicycle
shorts’ remarks De Vrieze) are translated into fleeting convergences of visual
imagery, fashion displays and sets; here one weekend, gone the next. The
memorable quality of the club stems from the stark contrast between, in Nyo’s
words, ‘the atmosphere of extreme immobility and power, almost of
oppression’ and something as light and intangible as the circus of images
within.
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